
WEDDING FILMS PRICING SHEET

4k Ultra HD 

6-8 Minute Short Film 

Full Ceremony Multicam Video 

Full Toasts Multicam Video 

1 Minute Instagram Trailer  

(Received 1 week after wedding) 

2 Filmmakers Full Day Coverage 

Aerial Capability (Drone) 

Portraits Session 

3-5 Week Package Delivery 

Final Price - $3,500

Premium Wedding Film Package

4k Ultra HD 

4-6 Minute Short Film 

1 Filmmakers Full Day Coverage 

Aerial Capability (Drone) 

Portraits Session 

6-8 Week Package Delivery 

Final Price - $2,500

Standard Wedding Film Package



Within the season of a couple getting married, everyone gets engagement photos but not 
everyone has the chance to sit down and tell their own love story through video. Having a 
conversation and asking each other questions while also capturing raw and authentic 
moments of a couple is magic. Your unique love story should be shared and should be 
remembered. 

This is a chance for you two to sit down before the craziness of a wedding and talk about 
your story. The interview is also coupled with B-roll & Film Portraits of you two! :) That is 
where we get to connect as friends, collaborate on what moments work on camera, and 
build a strong foundation for your wedding. I want to be your friend and advocate on your 
wedding day, not a stranger with a camera. 

LOVE STORY FILMS

WHAT ARE ‘LOVE STORY FILMS?

Love Story Film Package 
4k Ultra HD 
5-10 minute Film 
4 Hours of Shooting 
30-45 minute conversational interview 
Portraits Session 
Aerial capability (Drone) 
3-5 Week Package Delivery  
Starting Price - $1,500



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Do you travel? 
Yes, traveling is absolutely one of my 

favorite things to do. To experience new 
locations, cultures, and stories and capture 

them through my lens. Such great moments 
occur on the road.

What is your travel rate? 

Travel expenses apply to any wedding 
further than 100 miles from Denver. (If 

your wedding is within 100 miles, woohoo 
you’re in the clear!) Because travel 

expenses differ so much by location, I 
charge travel separately from my 

packages as opposed to a flat rate. 
Based on personal experience, I think it’s 

the most fair and straightforward for 
both of us, so that you know exactly 
where your money is going. If your 

destination is within driving distance for 
me, you’ll be responsible for my mileage 
and lodging. Should I need to hop on a 
plane , I ask that flights, transportation, 

and lodging please be covered for myself 
and my second videographer. I cover any 
other expenses along the way (food, tolls, 

parking, etc.) 

If you want to get a rough estimate of 
these expenses before inquiring, I suggest 

researching flights from DIA, as well as 
rental cars and/or lodging in your area to 

incorporate this into your budget. To 
make the experience as stress free as 
possible, I book everything so that you 

don’t have to, and of course, all numbers 
are run by you before booking so that 

we’re always on the same page.

How long does it take to receive our 
film? 

It takes between 4 to 6 weeks. I know that 
these days a lot of photographers work 

very hard to get images out within a 
couple of weeks. But remember that we 
are working with video & hours of visual 
content that is pieced into an intentional 

story, audio to be mixed and mastered, and 
the perfect music composition chosen to 

compliment your story. It is an artful 
process and one that I don't like to rush.

How do we book? 
All that is needed to protect your wedding 

date is a 30% deposit and a signed wedding 
proposal. This is all done digitally online 

through Venmo or PayPal.

How is your work flow collaborating 
with photographers? 

Because I am also a wedding 
photographer, I come from a place of 
reverence and understanding for other 
photographers. I know their scheduling 

needs, and moments they hope to capture 
on your wedding day. My goal is to partner 
alongside them, aiding them in their goals 

while doing my best to direct without 
overtaking. Because at the end of the day 
we are all on the same team. Our universal 

goal is to advocate for you and tell your 
story well.



Can we pick our own music? 

Unfortunately, no, but I strongly believe it’s for 
the better. There are a few reasons as to 

why this is, both for law & creative purposes 
purposes. I license all of the music I use in my 
films, and often, most mainstream music isn’t 

available to license. Picking music is also a 
huge part of my creative process, as it’s 

really the driving force behind your film and 
where I draw a lot of emotional inspiration 

from (aside from your love obvi). During your 
wedding and after spending some quality 

time with you both, I get a good feel for the 
type of music you’re drawn to. I use that as 

my inspiration as I start my music search, 
while also making sure my choices reflect 

who I am as an artist. A long-winded 
answer, but important nonetheless.  

Do you do drone cinematography? 

Yes, I do, but only if the venue, location, 
and weather permitting. Some sites 

these days do not allow drone aviation 
on its premises, while some do. The 
primary use of a drone for me is to 

capture the surrounding content to use 
in showcasing your wedding location. 
This holds for all destination wedding 

films. I will never use a drone to capture 
ceremony or other intimate moments 

as I never want my work to be a 
distraction to your guests and 

yourselves. 


